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If you've ever moved a paper clip on a Wooly Willy toy that arranges a metal razor with a beard, or if you've ever died, you'll have the basic principles behind the most complex electric generators. The responsible magnetic field, which lines every little bit of metal on a proper Mohawk haircut, is attributed to the movement of electrons. When you move the
magnet towards a paper clip, the electrons in the clip are forced to move. Similarly, allowing electrons to move through metal wires allows magnetic fields to form around the wire. Thanks to Wooly Willy, you can see that there is a clear link between the phenomenon of electricity and self-ness. A generator is simply a device that moves a magnet near a wire to
create a steady flow of electrons. The actions that force this movement vary greatly, from hand cranks and steam engines to nuclear fisses, but the principles remain the same. One simple way to think about generators is to imagine pushing water through a pipe and acting like a pump. Instead of pushing water, the generator uses magnets to push the
electrons in. This is a bit oversimplified, but it paints a useful picture of the properties working on the generator. Water pumps move a certain number of water molecules and apply a certain amount of pressure to them. In the same way, the magnet of the generator applies a certain amount of pressure to the electrons by pushing along a certain number of
electrons. In electrical circuits, the number of moving electrons is called amperage or current, and it is measured in the amplifier. The pressure that pushes the electrons is called voltage and is measured in volts. For example, a generator that rotates at 1,000 rotations per minute can generate 1 amp at 6volts. The 1 amp is the number of moving electrons (1
amp physically means that the 6.24 x 1018 electrons move through the wire every second), and the voltage is the amount of pressure behind the electron. Generators form the center of modern power plants. In the next section, we'll look at how one of these stations works. See more photos: Michael Isleders Mark Nichols Pace: All global warmingitarism
aside, the idea of eco-design is still reminiscent of the bamboo and steelstone pasties of countless spa treatment rooms around the world. But Nichols, who studied interior design at UCLA, is a practitioner of a different kind of earth-friendly style that is colorful, modern and stylish. There's a crunchy Birkenstock-y kind of image that comes with the idea of a
green interior, the Palm Springs-based designer says, surpassing that notion in the dining room shown here. Modeled by contempo Homes, the developer of the desert city, it blends the work of artist Gabriel Rivera with the dining table and chairs from the Ambiente collection. Terrazzo floors and chandeliers in Artemide are equipped with dim fluorescent
bulbs. If you do your homework, you'll find finishes and fixtures with a high level of sophistication. Nichols looks like a rich suede, but he says it's like the fabric of a dining chair that recycles polyester. Nichols has a strict thoughtful design. Everything should have a purpose, he sees Birkenstock, representing the rational approach of a two-year-old company
that promises to put environmentally aware practicality at the forefront and help pave the way for a new kind of eco-decoration. —Mario Lopez Cordero Photograph: Scott Van Courtesy Contemporary Home Photograph: David Walter Gilbert Redtop Architect Redhead, they say, lively. Well, the architecture produced by Red Top, whose principal is a young
New York company - (from left) Amy Shakespeare, 36; Virginia Kindred, 41; Lauren Rubin, 37, has all auburn hair. The three met while working at Mitchell/Jourgola Architects in New York, and came together in 2003 to pursue a common philosophy that architectural design has the power to make people happy, along with a budget. Rubin believes that light,
color and texture can make a simple office a really cool place. Recently, in a Manhattan townhouse project for a family of six, they restored the landmark front and reinvented the rest. Main move: A second-floor rear extension, Mondrian-like glass and steel walls, can be seen on the new rear deck fitted with a lavish gas grille by wolves. Architects also
designed overscale luminaires that dramatically illuminate indoor living spaces. Because the RedTop is dedicated to green buildings, townhouses have geothermal wells, which use the earth's temperatures to generate warmth and coolness through glowing floors. The group undies the word 'fun' as one of the highest goals of architecture. The roof of the
townhouse in a space where bulky cooling equipment is no longer occupied is now on the basketball court. —Cara Greenberg Photograph: Frances Zikowski Photograph: Aryn Weister, 32-year-old Bravo's top design based in Chicago by Bister Studio Matt Lorenz believes every designer can create a good-looking vibe. But we have a responsibility not only to
make the room look pretty, but also to help our customers' lives work better. Rather than over-decorating because that's what we're looking forward to, we should think about changing the mood of choosing colors and objects that resurrect them when they come home at the end of the day. This sunroom, for example, was created for working mothers with
busy photography careers. Accessed through an archway in the kitchen (tiled floors incorporate two), it has a wall of windows on the right. It was intended to serve both as an extension of the outdoors and a relaxation area, a more meditative space, explained A common approach involves two sofas (or sofas and two chairs) facing each other across the
coffee table. Lorenz reversed the contest, with Michael Berman luxuriously placing a double wide daybed and two stone-topped end tables. Hand-carved Italian tables painted in white create an unexpected classic surprise for the Grommet hanging curtains of Henry Calvin linen. That's it. Plasma TV, gaming table, no waste, no mess. People overmultifunctional the room. Trained Lorenz says he's not enthusiastic about the idea. —Jorge S. Arango Photograph: Aryn Weister, Weister Studios Photograph: Danny Piaschulio Quiñones Says I'm a young-body old man, recognizing that his preference for a trendy age is his 29th year, and jokes to the Dallas-based designer. I think I've been in the design
world for decades. As a child, I pulled a red wagon into the neighborhood and brought home treasures to decorate my room. After finishing construction work with a pickup truck in a red wagon, Quiñones learned the nuts and bolts of home renovations and then studied design at El Centro University in Dallas. His resulting style is equal parts sage advice and
a fresh approach. For single pads for recent divorces in Dallas high-rises, that means layering the bedroom in soft colors and comfortable textures. I wanted it to be a sexy throwback for her, he explains. Quiñones designed the barrelback side chairs and beds her own. The multipurpose chair (chaise) 1stDibs.com vintage piece of the design. The bed is the
focal point of the room, designed to act as a window to reflect the mirror light behind. I suggested that most people add a difference to their feet to put the bench, quiñones says. The chaise is positioned towards an ideal view for sitting and reading Sunday paper. —Diane Carroll Photograph: Danny Piasch this content is created and maintained by a third
party and is imported into this page so that you can provide your email address. You can find more information about this content and similar content on wireless video camerapiano.io: You had to run both power and coaxial wires anywhere you wanted the video camera. Now it's a new Wi-Fi-enabled camera that's powered from anywhere. My favorite camera
comes from D-Link. The DCS-2100+ includes a built-in microphone and motion detector, and when you actually detect someone in that field of view, it actually turns it on and starts recording. It'll even send emails to your BlackBerry, pager or more traditional inbox, and record videos from svelte, yet high quality MPEG-4 formats. And because it's wireless,
you can set it anywhere you have a plug. At $350, it's not cheap, but it's oh-so flexible. If you're looking for a lower cost alternative, Links just sold the WVC11B for $229.Wireless Bluetooth: It has a prototype for wireless modules using lower-power Bluetooth wireless technology than any one company, designed to transmit high-quality music and other audio
from stereo or MP3 players to headphones, power speakers and other devices. If they can get them on the market below $50, this will really change the audio distribution, at least in a short distance. It's unclear whether it will support more than one simultaneous stream, but you can bet that home automation providers are eagerly exploring low-cost, reliable
wireless networks. Early next year, a flood of wirelessly enabled devices supporting video, audio, etc. is expected. Wiring: Belden cables have been released in innovative new wiring bundles. Unlike other buns that wrap six or more individual cables in an outer jacket, Belden's banana peel cables stick together but can come off like bananas. This makes
installation easier and makes it easier to route cables around the room. There's an affordable version that costs about $225 for 500 feet, combining two Cat 5e computer networking cables and two RJ6 coaxial TV cables. For about $500, add two fiber cables to Veldenmix. You can still be a bit of a wiring jockey to install it – but we're just about getting closer
to installing brain dead of network, audio and video wires for anyone. Lyrics: Of course, ultimate home automation involves robot maids and reduced housework. That will probably happen anytime soon, but the $230 Roomba automated vacuum cleaner robot is here today. It's actually an amazing piece of cleaning a normal sized room in about 15 minutes.
Too bad it doesn't window. Yard work: Robots can help in the yard. The $700 Robomower cuts the grass, mostly in the level yard, without intervention. It's going to cut about 1/4 acre once charged, and takes about 5 hours to cut through the backyard. You're smart enough to avoid bumping into trees, rocks and slow-moving wildlife. Wildlife.
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